Impedances educed from a well-tested convected Helmholtz model are compared to that of a recently developed linearized Euler model using two ceramic test liners under the assumed conditions or uniform flow and a plane wave source. The convected Helmholtz model is restricted to uniform mean flow whereas the Iinearized Euler model can account Tor the effeck or the shear layer. Test data to educe the impedance is acquired from measuremenb obtained in the NASA Langlcy Research Center Grazing Incidcnce 'l'ube for mean flow Mach numbers ranging from 0.0 to 0.5 and source frequencies ranging from 0.5 kHz to 3.0 kHz. The unknown impedance of the liner b educed by judiciously choo~ing the impedance via an optimization method to match the measured acoustic pressure on the wall opposite the test Iiner. Results are presented on rour spatial grids using three dimerent optimization methods (contour deformation, Davfdon-Fletcher Powell, and Ihe Genetic Algorithm). All three optimization methods converge to the same impedance when used with the same model and to nearly identical impedances when used on ditrerent models. h anomaly was observed only at 0.5 kHz for high mean flow specds. Thb anomaly is likely due to the use of measurcd data in a flow regime where shear layer erects are important hut are neglected in the math models. Consfstency between the impedances educed using the two modeb provides confidence that the linearized Euler model is ready For application to more realistic flows, such as those containing shear layers. 

